BDA-500 (Bottom Drain Attachment)

For use in Detention Areas – Used with Round Based Frame Assembly

Attaching the Round Base Frame & Filter Assembly (R-100A-DOT) creates a self-contained filtration system

Distributed in your local area by:

Silt-Saver, Inc. * 1094 Culpepper Drive, Conyers, GA 30094
BDA-500 Bottom Drain Attachment

Installing the BDA-500 is as easy as 1-2-3.

Start by forming a basin area and installing 12” HDPE piping.

Place BDA-500 onto the piping.

Install the custom designed R-100A filter to create a self-contained filtration system.

Install the R-100A Frame* over the BDA-500 Bottom Drain Attachment.

Note the addition of an overflow pipe for unexpected rainfall events.

One or more R-100A-DOT Silt-Saver Frame & Filter Assemblies may be required by site conditions – i.e. slope, sediment basin dimensions, total drainage area, etc. All hydraulic flow rate calculations should be made by determining the gradient flow through soils specific to the site and comparing to clean water flow rates of filter.

* BDA-500 was designed specifically to fit the R-100A, which is the Silt-Saver Round Frame & Filter Assembly

Notice: All statement, information and data given herein are believed to be accurate and reliable, but are presented without guaranty, warranty, or responsibility of any kind, expressed or implied. The user should not assume that all safety measures are indicated or that other measures may not be required.